Prospective, randomized, controlled, and open study in primarily inoperable, stage III non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients given sequential radiochemotherapy with or without epoetin alfa.
Induction chemotherapy is associated with anemia in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients undergoing radiotherapy. This randomized, open-label study compared the effect of sequential radiochemotherapy (RCHT) versus RCHT + epoetin alfa (RCHT + EPO), with respect to 2-year overall survival (OS). Patients ⩾18 years received sequential RCHT; one arm also received EPO (chemotherapy day 1, when Hb<12 g/dL). Kaplan-Meier analysis with log-rank test, and Cox-regression methods were performed. Of the 385 patients randomized (RCHT + EPO: n = 195; RCHT: n = 190), 78 (RCTH + EPO: 46 [23.6%]; RCHT: 32 [16.8%]) were anemic at baseline. Two-year OS was higher in RCHT + EPO-treated versus RCHT-treated (28.5% [95% CI: 22.2-35.1%] versus 20.6% [95% CI: 15.1-26.8%] [p = 0.2278]), and requirement for RBC transfusion was lower (24/195 [12.3%] versus 61/190 [32.1%]). In anemic (baseline) patients (post hoc analysis), median survival was shorter in RCTH-treated (212 days) versus RCHT + EPO-treated (343 days) (Hazard ratio = 1.62 [95% CI: 0.99-2.63], p = 0.0525). Adverse events were documented in 72.7% (RCHT + EPO: 75.0%; RCHT: 70.5%) patients, and thrombovascular events (TVEs) in 45 patients (RCHT + EPO: 16.7%; RCHT: 7.9%; p = 0.0099). A statistically non-significant trend for 2-year OS was observed in a sub-group of EPO-treated NSCLC-patients with baseline anemia, although this trend was not maintained in the overall population with inoperable NSCLC.